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INVASION OF ITALY

By James MacDowall representing the Combined British Press

At Cap Peloro, extreme northeasterly tip of the island, the mainland looks

startlingly near the Straits here being just under two miles wide. I watched

through glasses yesterday while our twentyfive pounders were shelling the enemy

positions in liesurely fashion. The only sign of life in the mainland landscape
was one or two men moving about on the beach. The air was perfectly clear for once

and binoculars brought the mainland right up against one’s face. Here it runs

steeply down from the hills about two thousand feet high to a very narrow coast

strip the width f which seems to be only a matter of yards.

Read and railway hug this strip naturally. The hills are much cut up with

dry watercourses and are clothed with the inevitable sparse scrub.

To the north the high Calabrian coast faded into the distance. It was a

striking picture in the evening sunlight, .Reggio farther south was another

of these eeri-. deserted towns, already extensively damaged it was being furher

smashed by guns.

The enemy seemed to be carrying out demolitions around the town. Occasionally

he sent an eightyeight millimetre shell over searching for reads on our side.

The few civilians sitting outside houses by the wayside were excellent judges
of shell noises, for they never took shelter except when a shell was obviously

coming near. On the ether side by now nothing moved at all except smokeclouds from

our shell bursts and German demolitions.

Calabria was a lovely picture in browns and blues but the handiwork of man

in it was smashed and the whole of it seemed as empty of life as the untouched

desert.
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